We investigate the diffuse absolute calibration of the InfraRed Array Camera on the Spitzer Space Telescope at 8.0 µm using a sample of 43 HII regions with a wide range of morphologies near l=312
Diffuse calibration of IRAC through study of HII regions 3 resolution of order 100 times smaller, than those of MSX. The SST offers the prospect of exploring faint structure unseen by MSX.
This study has several different objectives. All are achievable by combining radio and MIR continuum surveys of hundreds to thousands of square degrees of the Galactic Plane having the best resolutions currently available for such panoramic coverage.
Spitzer provides GLIMPSE images of limited portions of the plane at high spatial resolution. First, we quantitatively investigate the diffuse calibration of IRAC using the photodissociation regions (PDRs) that envelop thermal radio regions. Our purpose is to attempt to link IRAC's 8.0-µm diffuse calibration to that achieved by MSX and validated absolutely to ∼1 percent by Price et al. (2004) . Absolute calibration was a vital activity on MSX, which had both point source and diffuse calibrations. Spatially integrating images of point sources and comparing those results with the MSX point source catalogs shows these two calibrations are consistent. Therefore, MSX serves as a benchmark. Secondly, we confirm CG's median ratio of MSX 8.3-µm to 843-MHz flux densities, F8.3/S843, for thermal emission, using a broader assessment of sky background than CG used, and investigate whether this discriminant varies with the density, angular scale, and morphology of thermal radio sources. Thirdly, we extend the MSX/radio discriminant between thermal and nonthermal radio emission to the equivalent IRAC 8.0-µm ratio, after allowance for the different radiance contributions of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) emission in these two different filters. Fourthly, we examine IRAC images of compact HII regions looking for evidence of MIR proxies for the weakly ionized radio haloes created by the leakage of photons from the dense cores. This phenomenon was proposed to explain the existence of extended radio continuum emission associated with ultracompact HII regions (e.g. Kurtz et al. 1999) . Fifth, we compare the MIR spectral energy distributions (SEDs) of HII regions in the field. Finally, we note that there are other radio structures in the field that have faint MIR counterparts that were not recognized by MSX because of its poorer resolution. One example is the optically invisible planetary nebula PNG313.3+00.3, well-detected by GLIMPSE (Cohen et al. 2005) . We draw attention to another particularly interesting object and demonstrate that it too is a thermal radio emitter. §2 introduces the theme of the absolute calibration of IRAC, explaining the origin of the differences between point source and diffuse calibration. In §3 we detail the 43 thermal objects studied by CG (eliminating all sources known to be galaxies or to have nonthermal radio spectra). In §4 we describe our methods for assessing spatially integrated fluxes in MIR and radio images, and compare MSX 8.3-µm integrated fluxes with the equivalent IRAC 8.0-µm values as a function of HII region morphology. §5 uses these SST/MSX ratios to probe the diffuse calibration of IRAC based on MIR spectra of our target HII regions. §6 discusses the SEDs among the population of HII regions in this field, expressed through their IRAC colours. §7 details an improved set of ratios of MSX 8.3-µm to MOST 843-MHz flux densities and provides the corresponding ratios constructed using the current calibration for GLIMPSE 8.0-µm image products. Statistical regression analyses are also given. §8 illustrates IRAC imagery of some of the regions studied, highlighting similarities and differences between MIR and radio morphologies. §9 presents a curious thermal object with unique characteristics. §10 provides a MIR/radio ratio for five galaxies and one supernova remnant (SNR) lying within this field, to illustrate the difficulty of measuring the MIR emission of SNRs even with the SST, but also to provide a quantitative estimate of the MIR/radio ratio for nonthermal emitters. §11 offers our conclusions.
THE ABSOLUTE CALIBRATION OF IRAC
The basis of IRAC's absolute calibration is identical to the network of fiducial standards built by Cohen et al. (1999) , founded on Sirius. This calibration has been validated absolutely by Price et al. (2004) to 1.0 percent. To support calibration with the high sensitivity of IRAC required the development of new techniques and the establishment of faint optical-to-IR calibrators .
IRAC standards are either K0-M0III or A0-5V stars. The former are stellar supertemplates (UV-optical versions of the original cool giant templates of Cohen et al. (1999) ). The latter are represented by Kurucz photospheric spectra. These stars underpin the calibration of IRAC and provide cross-calibration pairwise between the three instruments of the SST. The primary IRAC suite consists of 11 stars near the North Ecliptic Pole, but a secondary network close to the Ecliptic Plane offers efficient checks of calibration every 12 hr after IRAC data are downlinked. Reach et al. (2005) express their preference for the A-stars and it is these that provide the fundamental parameters that are embedded in the header of each item of Basic Calibrated Data (BCD) from the SST. Excellent and detailed summaries of IRAC's calibration are given by Fazio et al. (2004) , Reach et al. (2005) , and in the IRAC Data Handbook (version 3.0, available from the SSC.)
Calibration of point sources is achieved by performing aperture photometry on BCD images, in a 10-pixel (12.2 ′′ ) radius aperture, and comparing with observations of the IRAC standards using the same process, aperture size, and sky annulus. Treating BCD images in this fashion results in consistent, well-calibrated, point source photometry that traces to MSX . It had been assumed before the launch of the SST that the extended emission calibration for IRAC could be derived from the point source calibration. Several tasks were planned to check the accuracy of the extended source calibration, but only after launch was it determined that the responsivity to point source emission was lower than expected, and that differences existed between point source and extended source calibration, consistent with internal scattering of the light in the IRAC arrays. As a consequence, extended emission will not be correctly calibrated and must be corrected to the "infinite aperture" limit by multiplying by wavelength-dependent "effective aperture correction" factors. The factor advocated for IRAC extended sources at 8.0 µm is 0.737 (IRAC Data Handbook, Table 5.7; Reach et al. 2005) . The recommended factors for IRAC's three shorter wavelength bands are 0.944, 0.937, 0.772 at 3.6, 4.5, 5.8 µm, respectively. In this paper we investigate the correction factor at 8.0 µm by an independent approach. Table 1 lists the thermal radio objects in the WCL study of the field.
HII REGION INVENTORY OF THE FIELD
Thirteen sources listed by CG were excluded from our primary analysis, eleven of them nonthermal emission regions: five galaxies, four known SNR, a further two nonthermal radio sources (one of them mixed inextricably with thermal emission), one source of unknown nature that is surely dominated by thermal dust emission (G313.28−0.33), and the source G311.31+0.60 (which is a misnomer by WCL for G311.42+0.60 and appears in CG as a duplicate of this latter source's entry. G310.80−0.38 cannot be isolated unambiguously in the complex Spitzer images). We have also inserted one new source, G311.70+0.31, of particular interest because of its unique morphology ( §9). We initially adopted the source character (e.g. classical, compact, filamentary, etc.) from WCL. However, these attributes were drawn from heterogeneous literature so we decided to re-examine the Molonglo data for every source and have assigned our own homogeneous radio types to the sample. These are indicated in Table 1 ( SST offers MIR images with far higher spatial resolution than those of currently available panoramic radio surveys. Therefore, we have also developed a MIR morphology based on the IRAC images (some of which are presented in §8), which appears in col.(4) of and even diffuse emission. The highest surface brightness pixels occur in the very bright central core. The second highest levels are found in the small, complete rings north of the bright core, and the third in the long, curving filament that emerges to the northwest from the core, looping around to the north and almost reaching the brighter of the two small rings inside the large, faint oval shell. Hence, "Cs" is our designation. Tertiary characteristics are not given for simplicity so the secondary code describes whichever aspect is brightest after the primary. Had we used a third descriptor then G311.48+0.37 would have been "Csf". Parentheses around a primary code imply that it is not definite that the MIR source is the counterpart of the radio object.
COMPARISON OF SST AND MSX INTEGRATED FLUXES
CG used matched-resolution MSX and radio images to derive their MIR-to-radio ratios. The Galactic Plane is particularly rich in both local and more distant structures which emit in the PAH bands. Ac- tention to the choice of local sky background and using more than a single local area to assess the variations in sky background whenever possible. We have repeated this same procedure on the 20 ′′ resolution (6 ′′ pixel) "high-resolution" MSX images, better to assess the detectable extent of the sources, and with the same considerations of the sky emission to be subtracted. In this paper, we use the average of these two sets of measurements to provide our best estimates of the 8.3-µm flux densities of these extended regions.
We have quantified the likely uncertainties in these integrals using the dispersions of the several sets of sky-subtracted measurements for each source. The average fractional uncertainty in these 8.3-µm areal integrations was found to be 6 percent.
For the IRAC fluxes in all four bands we have likewise sought to include all IR emission apparently associated with the radio sources in our spatial integrals, and to identify background that is well outside the radio sources. Unlike the MSX images, we have worked from GLIMPSE "residual images". These are 1.1 • ×0.8
• images with 0.6 ′′ pixels from which all GLIMPSE point sources have been removed. The residual images are ideal for enhancing the recognition of diffuse nebulosity in regions of high point source density. They enable far more reliable photometry of such emission than can be obtained in the presence of the many point sources in the field. The residual images reflect the subtraction by our adaptation of DAOPHOT for GLIMPSE of all sources detected down to 2σ, deeper than our publically released Catalog and Archive point source lists that extend down only to 10 and 5 sigma, respectively.
Thus there are faint 2−3-σ points that are subtracted from the residual images that are not listed anywhere in our lists. Residual images Footnote: a We used the maximum bright area of 6×14 arcmin of this region that was covered by GLIMPSE still contain sources not extracted by DAOPHOT, such as saturated sources and sources that peak beyond the non-linearity limit for each band. These objects were individually integrated and their flux densities subtracted from the integrals over the relevant regions.
( Fig. 27 illustrates a residual image.) PSF-subtracted residual artefacts consist of both negative and positive portions, often with a near-zero net integral. These usually have very little effect on integrations of diffuse emission but they can make contributions of order 1−10 percent to small areas of integrated sky background.
Therefore, we removed all such artefacts that lay within regions we took to assess the sky, and likewise subtracted the brightest recognizable artefacts lying within the boundaries of HII regions.
A statistical approach to removing MSX point sources
To compare the truly diffuse component of emission for an HII region measured from MSX imagery with that assessed from the corresponding IRAC residual image one must subtract the contribution made to the total MSX brightness by point sources. This is required to avoid biasing the direct ratio of IRAC and MSX brightnesses by the inclusion of faint point sources in the MSX images. We empha- Equatorial polygon search using the IPAC Gator tool. Eliminating all sources that were undetected (i.e. have quality flag of 0 or 1) results in a total of 693 point sources whose accumulated flux density is 542±24 Jy, statistically the same (∼ 1σ) as SKY predicts.
We conclude that SKY is a viable tool for assessing total surface brightness due to point sources in any region and we have utilized its capability in this paper to ensure that effectively the same set of point sources has been removed from the MSX images as from the IRAC residual images.
SKY predicts more flux than that observed which is as ex- We now summarize the corrections applied to the total integrated emission of regions for the contribution of point sources.
The IRAC images from which we start the analysis are already point-source subtracted to a depth of 8.0 magnitude at 8.0 µm. We further remove artefacts by hand that correspond to slight mismatches between our PSFs and real point sources. To subtract as closely as possible the same sources from MSX images as were removed in constructing the IRAC residual images ,we used a combination of techniques as follows, according to the character and apparent size of the HII region. For compact and ultracompact objects we measured fluxes of all recognizable point sources if fewer than five were seen in the image, and subtracted their total flux from the measured diffuse emission. For regions containing five or more point sources we extracted those using Gator and summed their fluxes. We extended every HII region below the local 8.3-µm magnitude limit for unambiguous identification in our MSX images by using the SKY-predicted total of surface brightness due to faint point sources in that direction. This contribution was subtracted from the photometry for each target region. We believe that this combination of techniques applied to the MSX images to account for point source removal is the best that can currently be achieved to match the depth of the IRAC residual images. If any starlight has been missed by the removal of actual sources and our extrapolation using SKY, it should be negligible compared with the diffuse flux attributable to any given HII region.
No statistical model of the sky, however physically realistic 
Direct comparison of MSX and IRAC images
To illustrate the similarities and differences between MSX and Table 2 are: ultracompact and compact combined ("U/C"); shells ("S"); ultracompact, compact and shells combined The regression for the entire sample has a slope of 1.07±0.03
(1.00−1.14, ±3σ range), while that for the 25 densest and apparently smallest objects has a slope of 1.05±0.03 (0.98−1.13, ±3σ range). There is no statistically significant difference between the two correlations. Both are consistent with linear proportionality between SST and MSX 8-µm fluxes, have good correlation coefficients, and span three and a half orders of magnitude in observed dynamic range of MIR flux.
We have also carried out an independent analysis of the data offered in this paper using the types assigned by WCL (cometary, compact, classical, "HII", "thermal", filamentary (including bubbles), low-density). These are somewhat informal designations drawn from heterogeneous literature and there are no significant distinctions in terms of the ratio of IRAC to MSX 8-µm flux densities even among WCL's types.
Diffuse calibration of IRAC through study of HII regions 11
The entire sample available to define the ratio of IRAC/MSX near 8µm consists of 42 regions and yields a median of about 1.6. There are no significant differences between this and any subsample of regions. The similarity of the ratios in physically very different sources such as diffuse and compact HII regions confirms the reality of this effect and marks it as a problem with the IRAC calibration. Our best quantitative estimate of the effect comes from an independent median analysis of the 25 smallest and densest regions: 1.55±0.15. This is the empirical ratio of IRAC 8.0-µm/MSX 8.3-µm found for these regions.
MIR SPECTRA OF HII REGIONS: THE DIFFUSE CALIBRATION OF IRAC AT 8.0 MICRONS
In addition to the SSC's formal study of aperture correction factors, there is an analysis of the IRAC extended source calibration by Jarrett (2006) , now an official SSC page 1 , based on a sample of twelve elliptical galaxies whose observed light distributions have been modeled. That work finds a flux correction factor that varies from 0.78 to 0.74 at 8.0 µm, with a probable uncertainty of 10 percent. This factor is the inverse of our IRAC/MSX ratio and, therefore, implies ratios of 1.28−1.35, adopting MSX as the fiducial. That the ratios of IRAC/MSX exceed unity is believed to be due to scattering of light internal to the IRAC detector arrays, and it is a particular problem in the Si:As arrays (the 5.8 and 8.0-µm bands). The origin of the scattered light is thought to be in the epoxy layer between the detector and multiplexer. The glue has a strong spectral response, peaking in the 5−6-µm region (Hora et al. 2004a ).
Not all of this excess is attributable to light scattering, however. The IRAC 8.0-µm band has a very different relative response curve from the broader, somewhat longer, MSX 8.3-µm band (Fig. 4) , and the effects of this difference when integrating over the spectra of HII regions must be treated. This we have done by three different methods. First we used the 2−35-µm template for HII regions, one of 87 such templates developed by Cohen (1993) to give the SKY model of the point source sky its capa- 6.0-µm water absorption; PAH emission at 7.7 µm; and, sometimes, weak fine structure lines (Willner et al. 1982 Consequently, in an optically perfect instrument, one would expect IRAC/MSX = 1.12±0.03. Away from the embedded central ionizing source, the spectrum of extended emission from the PDR is still that of cool dust, overlaid by spatially extended silicate absorption, with diffuse PAH emission, and fine structure lines, even in large regions such as M17 (e.g. Kassis et al. 2002) . Therefore, Cohen's template is still relevant because the bulk of the energy is emitted from the hot central core of an extended HII region.
The second method seeks to define the best average spectrum of the HII regions in the field under study here, rather than relying on an average composed of the most famous and brightest compact regions. The HII region template is a combination of ground-based 12 Martin Cohen et al. (Assendorp et al. 1995) . However, many HII region spectra were published in the Atlas of LRS spectra (Olnon et al. 1986 ), based on a much simpler extraction method. This approach yielded perfectly adequate spectra (benchmarked by Cohen (1993) against ground-based and airborne spectra in the construction of SKY's 87 templates) because most of the bright infrared emission of HII regions arises in volumes of small apparent size. The complete Dutch LRS database comprised 171,000 LRS spectra, derived by using the same software as Olnon et al. (1986) , and we have sought spectra for all the HII regions in the l = 312
• field in this database. We incorporate the recalibration of LRS spectral shape provided by Cohen et al. (1992a) , and normalize the resulting spectra to the absolute 12-µm flux densities (scaled by the factor of 0.961 described by Cohen et al. (1996: their Table 6 ) as applicable to IRAS 12-µm flux densities of both the Point Source Catalog (PSC) and the Faint Source Survey). When available we used the PSC flux density; otherwise that from the Faint Source Reject catalog. We found 93 LRS spectra for 32 regions, and were able to extract useful averages for 11 of these regions. We created the average of the nine most similar spectra by inverse-variance weighting each spectrum (peak normalized to unity) based on the wavelength-dependent uncertainties that our reduction code produces (Cohen et al. 1992a ). Fig. 6 compares this average LRS spectrum with the complete 2−35-µm spectral template from the SKY model. The agreement between the two normalized spectra is very good between the LRS cut-on (7.7 µm) and the long wave limits of the bandpasses of the relevant MSX (e.g., 1 percent transmission at 11.08 µm) and SST filters (1 percent transmission at 9.63 µm). In the MIR, ionic lines do not contribute greatly to the content of the SST and MSX bands.
We have constructed a hybrid spectrum by taking the data below 7.67 µm from the SKY template, and the average of the nine LRS spectra for our actual HII regions beyond this wavelength. We IRTS spectrometers were calibrated (Tanabe et al. 1997 , Onaka et al. 2003 , Murakami et al. 2004 ) with the identical basis to that embracing the IRAS LRS, MSX, and the SST so that integrations over this diffuse spectrum are directly comparable to those over the LRS and SKY template spectra. The same procedure can be applied to the ISOCAM CVF spectra of the ISM presented by Flagey et al. (2006) . We computed the ratio IRAC/MSX for their spectrum with the most relevant longitude, the 299.7
• field, and obtained 1.11.
However, the traceability of the CAM CVF flux calibration is not identical to that of the MSX and SST and we assign this value twice the error of that derived from the IRTS spectrum. Consequently, whether we observe the most compact of cores, spatially extended MIR emission associated with HII regions, or the ISM at large, we obtain a robust result for the measured ratio of IRAC/MSX near 8 µm with the empirical spectra of diffuse HII regions, namely 1.14±0.02 (by inverse-variance weighting of our four values). In the low surface brightness regime, the minimum detectable diffuse emission in this field has an intensity at 8. 
SPECTRAL ENERGY DISTRIBUTIONS
We have taken the spatially integrated flux densities (in Jy) from the images and multiplied by the bandwidths (in Hz) to generate in-band fluxes. These we converted to Vega-based magnitudes and, subsequently, into flux densities expressed in F λ (in W cm −2 µm −1 , after dividing by the bandwidths in µm. Table 3 presents the absolute calibration for IRAC based upon the newest released relative spectral response curves (July 2004) and the absolute Vega spectrum used to define zero magnitude (Cohen et al. 1992b ) for IRAC and absolutely validated to 1.1 percent by Price et al. (2004) . The assumed uncertainty on the response curves is 5 percent, independent of wavelength.
It is necessary, however, to apply corrections for what is
known about the shortcomings of the diffuse calibration of this instrument. We have determined in this paper that the 8.0-µm calibration leads to fluxes too high by 36 percent. This can be compensated by applying an equivalent offset to the diffuse magnitude scale of +0.33. For IRAC's three other bands we adopt the SSC analysis (footnote in §5) based on model template SEDs for elliptical galaxies. Averaging the "correction factors" derived from these galaxies indicates that corresponding offsets of +0.19, +0.09, +0.33 should be applied to measured diffuse magnitudes at 3.6 µm, 4.5 µm, and 5.8 µm, respectively. Table 4 incorporates these correc- Cohen et al. (2005) considered the emission in the IRAC bands from ionized gas in a new planetary nebula found in GLIMPSE observations. Both free-free and hydrogen line emission were derived from the level of thermal radio emission but did not amount to more than a few percent in the IRAC bandpasses. Key: pluses -normal dwarfs, giants, supergiants; asterisks -AGB M stars; diamonds -AGB visible C stars; triangles -AGB deeply embedded IR C stars; squares -hyperluminous objects (these objects include deeply embedded OH/IR stars and early-type hypergiants (Cohen 1993 ; a small number are required to reproduce MIR source counts at low latitude: Wainscoat et al. (1992) ); crosses -exotica (T Tau stars, reflection nebulae); larger filled circles -planetary nebulae; small filled circle -bright compact HII regions. The reddening vector corresponding to an A V of 10 mag is shown by the shaft of the arrow in the upper left corner. The large rectangle denotes the zone occupied by the extended HII regions in this paper (±3 standard errors). Axis labels include magnitudes with "N" in their names to signify that new relative spectral response files from July 2004 were used for the IRAC bands. Bock & Gaensler (2005) . We can state only that MSX/MOST and IRAC/MOST ratios are invalid for G312.45+0.08 but we suggest that this phenomenon may also contribute to some of the other large ratios that are found in Table 2 , particularly for diffuse regions.
The second concern is relevant to the single example of a cometary HII region in our sample, G312.77+0.06. This appears anomalous in both Figs. 11 and 12 because it is quite compact yet also has a very large MIR/radio ratio. We believe this object is optically thick at 843 MHz, greatly diminishing the radio continuum flux density. This would be consistent with the extremely deep 10-µm silicate absorption whose optical depth, τ (10 µm) ≈3, hence AV ≈55 (Roche & Aitken 1984; Chiar & Tielens 2006) , and the fact that this source has the most extreme LRS energy distribution in our sample in that it shows the deepest 18-µm silicate absorption too. The blueness of the spectrum implies an abundance of warm (≥400 K) dust (rather than cool, i.e. ≤100 K) local to the embedded high-mass star. Consequently, this region's exciting star is enormously embedded in dust, plausibly leading to local freefree absorption from the associated dense ionized gas. Therefore, we have chosen to exclude this region from any MIR/radio analysis of subsamples, reducing the ultracompact and compact HII regions to 18 objects. However, samples designated as "All" in Table 2 the SED of an HII region that we have presented in Fig. 7 . This result also confirms that IRAC photometry of a region dominated by a pointlike core (although we cannot exclude the existence of a very Table 1 , perhaps because dust competes more effectively for stellar UV photons than do PAHs.
We present monochrome SST images of twelve objects that span the range of MIR morphologies of HII regions in this field. These are chosen to highlight the structural MIR characteristics that can be associated with various radio types. Although the printed paper presents black and white renditions of the IRAC images, the elec- Although colour differences across a single HII region have relative significance, note that variations between colour images of different regions do not necessarily indicate any spectral differences between the objects. Our intent was simply to offer colour images that would reveal the intrinsic structure of each region, setting the colour balance and contrast object by object, rather than aiming at an absolutely black "sky" for all sources, or a yellow level for PAHs that is constant for every source.
The MIR appearance of the cometary region in our sample (G312.77+0.06, Ch: Fig. 15 ) clearly resembles the canonical radio structure yet it is also associated with a considerable number of filaments.
The term "compact HII region" may be something of a mis- Our sample contains relatively few shell sources.
G312.68+0.04 (type Si: Fig. 21 ) is the north-western of a pair of interacting bubbles. The second object is G312.71+0.02
(Si), south-east of the bright PDR that arises from the interaction of the shells blown by the winds from the two exciting stars. The odd structure, G312.67−0.12 (S) (Fig. 22) consists of a bundle of filaments with contiguous diffuse emission, suggestive of a partial shell. As noted by CG, even at the resolution of MSX, the shell comprising the PDR of G310.99+0.42 (S: Fig. 23 ) is entirely composed of overlapping filaments. These are very well shown at the higher resolution of SST (see also Fig. 1 ). Fig. 25 is a fine example of an object with so much diffuse PAH emission that it would be almost impossible to determine where the real sky background occurs within this box, in order to set it to a black level.
G312.45+0.08 (Fig. 26) is a spectacular network of filaments over 1
• in length, containing a pair of braided filaments as if two very large bubbles have come into contact without disruption. The SST's high resolution implies that one could characterize HII regions solely using their MIR structure. Kurtz et al. (1999) demonstrated that, in the sample of 15 HII regions they studied in the radio continuum, extended emission is found in 12 objects. The dynamic range required to detect these haloes can be assessed from their maps given that their contour levels correspond to factors of 2, the lowest levels are given, as are the rms noise values in their Very
Large Array (VLA) maps. Typical dynamic ranges are between 60 and 500, calculated as the ratio between the compact peak level and the 3-4 rms contour. The integrated extended emission in a 5 arcmin square centred on the compact components ranges from 1 to 15 times that of the peak intensity, in those objects for which Kurtz et al. (1999) and 140. Thus, the MIR dynamic range probed by the GLIMPSE survey is about 10 times smaller than that at 3.6 cm (the wavelength used by Kurtz and his colleagues). If associated with the compact regions, the MIR haloes would contribute 10 times more flux relative to their compact peaks than at 3.6 cm. If the MIR haloes radiated thermally then the expected 843-MHz continuum from these haloes would be 36 times smaller than that seen by SST (using our median ratio of IRAC/MOST without recalibration). The 3.6 cm radio emission would be 47 times smaller than at 8.0 µm, with the frequency dependence of the Gaunt factor for a typical HII region. The average rms noise in the VLA survey fields (Kurtz et al. 1999, their spectively. The average ratio for these galaxies is 0.04±0.01, 900
times smaller than the empirical ratio for thermal emission.
If we interpret the extended 8-µm structure that is associated with radio thermal emission as due to PAHs then it is interesting that even diffuse radio regions in this field have 8-µm emission.
This implies that these patchy zones are not optically thin to ionizing radiation because they apparently have PDRs. However, the radio-bright young remnant G311.52−0.34, discovered by Green (1974) , is detected by GLIMPSE. Diffuse calibration of IRAC through study of HII regions 27 their Fig. 2 ) for ionized gas that has suffered a fast shock. The MIR emission is most obvious at 4.5 µm, and somewhat less bright at 5.8 µm, due dominantly to Br-α and [FeII] lines, respectively, according to Fig. 1 of Reach et al. (2006) .
CONCLUSIONS
We present evidence that the absolute diffuse calibration of SST We find that MIR and radio fluxes are linearly related from our regression analysis. These correlations reflect the intimate association between ionized zones and their surrounding PDRs in which polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon band emission arises. Our median analysis for HII regions of F8.3µm/S843 M Hz yields 25±5
(standard error of the median), confirming CG's original derivation. This ratio of MIR/radio integrated fluxes is independent of morphology of the ionized region but is valid only for radio structures smaller than ∼24 arcmin. Aperture synthesis by MOST implies that the telescope is progressively less sensitive to structure on scale sizes >15 arcmin, diminishing the estimated fluxes of larger sources. Compact HII regions below ∼3 arcmin in size tend to have somewhat smaller MIR/radio ratios, which might be attributed to absorption by dust grains of UV photons in some of these small, dense regions. The only cometary region in our sample appears to suffer substantial thermal self-absorption of its radio flux.
We find an equivalent correlation for HII regions between observed 8.0 µm and 843-MHz fluxes, albeit with more scatter than for MSX. With the SST pipeline and calibration that were applied to the GLIMPSE images released to the community, we find an observed value of F8.0µm/S843 M Hz = 36±13 best represents this relationship. Removing the 36 percent absolute calibration problem this corresponds to an aperture-corrected ratio for IRAC 8.0/MOST of 27±10, very similar to the MSX/MOST criterion for radio thermal emission regions. Supernova remnants studied with GLIMPSE images show that none has appreciable MIR synchrotron radiation and the dominant post-shock cooling is usually through H2 lines. This leads to much smaller MIR intensities compared with the radio continuum than for thermal sources, which are intimately associated with PDRs and their bright and broadband PAH emission features. The MIR/radio flux ratio discriminates between thermal and nonthermal regions. For the latter, the ratio is 0.06±0.02, some 600 times smaller than for HII regions.
The MIR morphology of HII regions does not match their radio structure one-to-one. This is most readily seen by examination of Table 1 R.I. acknowledges funding as a Spitzer Fellow.
